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A colored shirt from the Cala Di Volpe Exclus ive Collection by Dolce & Gabbana. Image credit: Cos ta Smeralda Hotels
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Italian fashion house Dolce & Gabbana is launching a new collection in collaboration with the Hotel Cala Di Volpe
as the iconic resort celebrates its 60th anniversary.

Dolce & Gabbana's new partnership with Hotel Cala Di Volpe has yielded an exclusive sportswear and clothing line
that radiates both affluent athleticism and relaxed luxury. The capsule collection is available at Dolce & Gabbana's
pop-up store in Hotel Cala Di Volpe and draws inspiration from the environment and beauty of Costa Smeralda, a
popular Sardinian tourist destination.

Postcard prints 
Hotel Cala Di Volpe is a renowned luxury hotel because of its  location and amenities, but the estate has a lasting link
to grandeur in both reality and fiction. The Hotel Cala di Volpe, was originally Prince Aga Khan's private home and
consequently gained acclaim as a location in the James Bond film "The Spy Who Loved Me."

An image of Dolce & Gabbana's  pop-up s tore at the Hotel Cala Di Volpe. Image credit: Cos ta Smeralda Hotels

The Cala Di Volpe Exclusive Collection by Dolce & Gabbana features caftans, t-shirts and hats for both men and
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women. The joint collection zones in on vacation-esque imagery with prints that feature collages of postcards and
the continued theme of oceanic blue.

Beyond celebrating the nature and landscape of Costa Smeralda, the picturesque Italian coastal town where Hotel
Cala Di Volpe is located, this luxury collection also pays respect to the hotel itself. The Cala Di Volpe Exclusive
Collection by Dolce & Gabbana honors Hotel Cala Di Volpe as the premier luxury lifestyle authority in the
Mediterranean.

Italian fashion house Dolce & Gabbana has been writing an ongoing love letter to its country of origin. The fashion
label recently romanticized Sicily by releasing a video project dedicated to the sounds and influence of Sicilian
singer Rosa Balistreri (see story).
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